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ThE VALUE PLASTICS DESIGN CENTER
Specialists in Fluid Connections

We sometimes hear our customers say “That would be the 
perfect fitting if only . . .” We know a lot is expected of you: 
leading-edge product capabilities, lower costs, shorter design times, 
compounded by issues such as biocompatibility, precise flow rate 
requirements and tight physical envelopes.

As much as you might like to be, you know you’re not an expert 
in everything - especially when it comes to specifying fittings and 
connectors that are often not your area of expertise.

Make it easy on yourself.

Contact the connection experts at the Value Plastics Design 
Center. Together we can develop a solution delivering exactly 
what you want, when you need it, with exceptional quality, at a 
surprisingly affordable price. Our dedicated team of fluid connection 
professionals collaborates with you to solve your most difficult 
challenges.

Our Design Center experts provide:

•  Expert and timely design assistance from our dedicated           
    technical staff with years of experience solving real world      
    fluid connection challenges 
•  Technical support before and after the sale
•  In-house testing facilities to validate and qualify design   
    alternatives
•  Assistance with medical qualification requirements needed   
    to transform your design into a validated product.  

Your Solution.  Faster.  Cheaper.

Value Plastics is dedicated to meeting your demanding quality and 
capability needs.  The Value Plastics Design Center works with you 
to develop custom solutions keeping your projects moving - on 
time and within budget, whether it’s a totally new concept or a 
refinement of one of our 3,100 products.

Call us today. Let the Value Plastics Design Center show you how 
we can affordably meet your exacting flexible tubing connector and 
fitting needs no matter how complex they might be. 
+1 866-582 0965.

It’s not often that one of our 3,100 off-the-shelf tubing fittings 
can’t fill your application need. But when they won’t, call on 
the Value Plastics Design Center. Our dedicated team of fluid 
connection professionals will collaborate with you to find the most 
appropriate and cost-effective solution.

As an example, a medical device manufacturer recently brought a 
challenge to the Design Center. Their device’s tube fittings had the 
potential to be misconnected with similar, but distinctly different 
use, tubing fittings. The Design Center analyzed several potential 
connector solutions and, using Value Plastics’ extensive application 
engineering base, developed a custom fitting that used reliable 
sealing technology negating any possibility of misconnect within 
the customer’s proprietary surgical system and their corresponding 
clinical environment. The resulting custom fitting was engineered 
easier to use, has higher flow rates, and prevents misconnections, 
all resulting in greater competitive advantage for the customer.

The Value Plastics Design Center really can provide YOUR solution, 
faster and cheaper. Contact the Value Plastics Design Center 
today for an initial consultation, +1 866-582-0965, or email 
designcenter@valueplastics.com .

On the following 2 pages, 38-39, are examples of custom 
solutions that Value Plastics has developed.  They are displayed 
to provide an idea of some of the most common modifications 
available.  All the individual parts shown are available on special 
order. To review case studies, please visit our website at  
www.valueplastics.com/products/design_center.aspx
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